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boosting. It is evident that in the process of realization
A cotests bf such approach a numberof problems arise, related tothe adequacy of models, their accuracy, validity ofThe concept is based on the nonlinear regressive extrapolation, coefficients of rescaling from boostingmodel of electric rocket engine lifetime prediction. The mode to nominal rating conditions, etc.reduction of testing time is obtained by two methods: In order to obtain validated answers to thesethe use of the regressive model and engine boosting questions and to have reliable data n lifetime inThe tests are subdivided into evaluation and check reasonable terms, the present concept presupposes thetests. 

following:
At the final stage of development, evaluation tests 1. Careful analysis of degradation physicalare carried out. In this case, the following problems are processes.tackled: 

2. Verification of model adequacy using a wide-scale1. Determination of the limiting admissible boosting. statistical simulation.
2. Calculation of erosion regressive dependence on 3. Analysis of the life testing of analogue engines.time in various functional modes. 4. Demonstration of serviceability by life tests of the3. Lifetime evaluation. engine-leader.
4. Determination of coefficients of rescaling from Due to such approach, both time saving owing to

boosting modes to operating conditions, accelerated testing and confidence of the obtainedAt the evaluation testing stage, tests of the engine- results are afforded. In this case, in the process of theleaderin operating conditions are begunn future it will electric engine development testing, as the benchensure demonstration of lifetime and to rifine rescaling running incr he lifetime estimatcoefficients, the critical value of erosion and effect of increases too.individual characteristics dispersion ad to control At the delivery stage, the present concept provides

lfetime stt. 7. Determination of coefficients of resaing from

Slifetime stabilityd for both the check of lifetime for copliance with the set
Check tests are conducted at the delivery stage. The requirements and control of its stability. The latterobjectives of testing are the following: presumes determination of the extent to which the1. Check of lifetime compliance with requirements, lifetime of delivered rocket engines complies with the2. Check of lifetime stability. engine-leader lifetime.When determinating the check plan characteristics, Tests are divided into two groups: evaluation tests,the method of statistical hypothesis verification is used whose purpose is the estimate of lifetime and the extentalong with results of evaluation tests and statistical of influence of various factors, and check tests that aresimulation carried out at the delivery stage with the purpose ofFor check tests of various time period the criterion of lifetime check.predicted lifetime compliance with the set requirementsis derived. Then the dependence of probability of i. Evaluation Testsmaking decision on the lifetime compliance with thed 

l
requirements on the actual lifetime is derived. These tests arecarried out at the development stage.

Therewith, the following problems are solved [ 1i:Introduction i. Selection of the degrading parameters structure.2. Development of physico-mathematical models ofLifetime is one of the main parameters of electric parameter temporal variation.rocket engines. It amounts to some thousand hours. 3. Evaluation of parameter critical values, i. c. valuesSubstantial expenditures of limecand moncy are needcd determining the liftclimc.toconfirm it by direct life tests. Thus. total running linme 4. Evalualion of lifclime anrd ils I;iw of dislribulion.equal to 4000 hours can be obtained during 5. Eslimnaic of prediction error and f;aclorsapproximately 1.5 year of developmental lesling, influencing it, using methods of statistical simulatlion.In this context, the problem of accelerated test pro- 6. Development of a model and program of strenuouscedure development is acute. Acquisition of data on tests.lifetime in such tests overa period of time, which is some 7. Determination of coefficients of rescaling fromfactors lower than the lifetime, can be accomplished as boosting mode to operating conditions.a result of the use of models of parameter degradation 8. Reliability evaluation based on test results.which limit the lifetime and through electric engine
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The analysis of engines-prototypes life tests results and then during the period of time Atl. The secondsuggests that as degradation parameters it is expedient engine is tested in the mode Yt >X to the level Me andto take parameters that characterize the technical then in the X mode for the period of time tle e l n doing
condition of the most demanding engine elements and
assemblies, such as the insulator erosion magnitude, so, let the levels Wt and Wt, correspondingly, bethe diameter of the cathode-compensator diaphragm reached. If the discrepancy between o0' and wi is sohole, thickness of the "barrier layer" impeding diffusion great, that it cannot be explained by the scatter inof the casing material into the active emissive clement experimental data, then the YI mode exceeds the(for LaB-cathodes), etc. ultimate permissible one. Otherwise, the mode Y2 > Yi isThe solution of problems (see items 2-5) as applied checked. For this purpose, the first engine is tested into the insulator erosion is given in [2 ]. theYj mode to the level w2 >max(co',,wO)and then overThe procedure of strenuous tests may bebased on the period of time A 2. The second engine operates inthe Sedyakin physical principle of reliability which the Y mode to the level " and then in the Ymodeoverresides in the fact that in some range of operating the period of time Az. The rcaced levels C'3 areconditions the product reliability depends on the compared, etc.
magnitude of the previously depleted lifetime and does Further, regressive dependences for various modesnot depend on the manner in which this lifetime was are refined that makes it possible to rescale from one
depleted (3 ]. The domain of operating modes, where mode to another. With sufficient boosting effect a
this principle is realized, is called self-similarity. The strenuous check test may be conducted (boosting
boundary of this domain determines the ultimate mode).
permissible variation of operating mode, in particular, At the stage of evaluation tests, the tests of engine-the limit of boosting. leaderare begun. It should be equipped with a sufficientIn Fig. 1 the horizontal is the time axis, the relative number of precision measurement equipment ensuringvariation of the degradation parameter w6 / / im is evaluation of various degradation parameters. Belowplotted on the vertical, where 6 m is the parameter are the main tasks that are solved by engine-leaderlimiting value corresponding to full depletion of lifetime, testing.

1. Lifetime demonstration.
o ,s t I 2. Engine performance verification.
,Ij / Yf 3. Detection of bottlenecks.

4. Revision of degradation parameter critical values.
/ // 5. Revision of models used in the accelerated test

Thruster procedure.
Thruster 1 6. Revision of procedure and models of strenuous

, tests.

, IIT ' 2. Check Tests

/ / t y Check tests are carried out at the delivery stage. The
t/ est goals are as follows:

I. Check of lifetime compliance with the required
Y value.

2. Lifetime stability control.
At delivery, check-out of each electric rocket engine

Soperation is made as well as performance evaluation by
means of short-run tests, let them be called check and

/ technological tests (CTT). From a product batch,
S\ having undergone CTT successfully, one sample is

_ chosen for long-duration tests, the so called check anda sampling tests (CST). During CST, compliance of
performance with the requirements is checked, lifetime
prediction is made based on one or several degradingFig. I. Program of strenuous testing parameters. In the case of CST being successful, the
batch is accepted. Based on results of lifetime
prediction, its compliance with the set requirements asThe plottedcurvesrepresentregressiveapproximalions well as its stability are checked. As the CST areof parameter dependence on time that were obtained conducted forshortened lifetime, then evaluation of theduring tests in various modes of operation: Xoper is predicted lifetime has a certain dispersion. As a result,operating conditions, Y3 >Y2 >Yi are boosting an erroneous decision might be made on availability of

conditions. It is possible to find the limit of boosting and stability or compliance of the lifetime with the setvalues of coefficients for rescaling one mode to another requirements, when it does not correspond to the facts
based on results of testing even two engines. To do this, and vice versa. Let the probability of erroneous decison
the first engine is tested in the X mode to the Ma level, on conformity of lifetime to requirements or on stability
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be called the user's risk (customers risk ) f, and the of the Ha hypothesis, on the T value for variousprobability of erroneous decision on nonconformance of durations of CST. For this purpose, the probability oflifetime to ureiments oronnonstability becalled the entry into the critical domain at different T ismanufacturer's risk (suppliers risk) a. determined. Based on results of analysis of powerThe mathematical model of this concept is based on functions, such duration of CST can be chosen, whcnthe method of statistical hypothesis verification. Let the customer's and supplier's risks have reasonableT. be the required lifetime value, TL be engine-leader values. Besides, the CST duration could be derived,lifetime and T be lifetime in check and sampling tests based on comparison of losses, depending on the valuethat could be obtained if the CST were conducted for the of risks and the expenditure on test, related to the iest
full lifetime, Tpr is the predicted lifetime value in CST. duration.

First of all, the null hypothesis Ho and the As an example, we shall cite some results ofalternative hypothesis Ha formulated and the calculation that were obtained in processing the data ofsignificance level an is assigned which is the probability electric engine lifetime testing lasting from 1.5 to 4.0of null hypothesis deviation when it is true. The thousand hours. Fig. 2-5showthedistributiondensitiesformulation of null and alternative hypotheses depends of predicted lifetime, that were obtained duringbothon the typeofcheckproblem andwhichoftherisks simulation using the Monte-Carlo method, at( a or A is the most important to be provided at the acceleration coefficients K - 2...5. K - T/t, where T isspecified level, lifetime, I is test duration. In Figures, the criticalGiven in the Table are formulae for Ho, Ha, and domains are section-lined and lifetime critical values TIthecriticaldomainwhich constitutetheconditionofnull and T2 are given. It can be seen that with thehypothesis deviation and adoptation of an alternative, acceleration coefficient increase the lifetimealso the field of application and disadvantages of each distribution densities become more broad andvariant. It is supposed that Go=0.05...0.10. asymmetrical, that is the result of prediction errorThe lifetime critical values TI and T2 are calculated increase and convexity of the regression function.
in the following manner. Based on results of engine- Fig. 6 shows the case when the acceptance condition
leader or engines-prototypes testing, the regression is formulated as Tpr 2Tt,i.e. for the test duration cqual
coefficients are derived at which the lifetime is equal to to 2000 hours the lifetime requirements (T > 4000
the right side of inequalities given in the first column of
Table and values of the regression Y (ti) in instants of
time ti, when the determining parameter values were f(T)
determined during CST.

Then, pseudo-observations Y(tD ar simulated using
the formula

() = Y(t) + e2i 0
where Ei is the residual error value in the point t , that ,
was obtained during CST.

Using the obtained sampling, lifetime bootstrap
realizations are formed in accordance with the method
set forth in [2 , and also a nonparametric or parametric o
bootstrap distribution of the predicted lifetime.

Another variant of simulation is effected using the
Monte-Carlo method. In this case E =oat, where Fis the
residual mean-root square error, which was obtained
based on CST results, ua is a random magnitude which 

-

is distributed according to the normal N(0.1) law.Then a sampling of repeatedly simulated predicted
lifetimes Tpr is formed and the law of lifelime
distribution is derived, based on the program that was
developed by the authors. ,5

The critical values Tj and T2 constitute quantiles of
bootstrap realizations, thus obtained, or distributions
of simulated lifetimes.

Ti = TLo for the first line of Table; T2 = T - Cn f
for the second line of Table. 2 3 T, 4' r J

In case of stability check: T, thousand hours
Ti =Tco/2, T2=Ti - Co/2.. T, thousand hours
Here, Ta is quantile of the a level of predicted Fig. 2. Predicted lifetime distribution density

lifetime distribution.
To evaluate efficiency of the method the power 7-4; tiest2; K-2 co-0.05 TI-3.754 T24.279

function is calculated which constitutes the dependence
of Ho hypothesis deviation probability, i. c. acceptance

3
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0_, A t -- T, thousand hours

Fig. 6. Probability of acceptance of hypothesis on
lifetime inconsistency with set requirements (T_ 4)

0 Ho: T- 24; Ho: T < 4;ao - 0.05

0 _____--- r -- _-- --- ___

f 2 r, 3 f7 4 hours) are regarded to be met if the predicted lifetime
T, thousand hours exceeds 3754 hours (Fig. 2). For the test duration of

Fig. 3. Predicted lifetime distribution density 1000 hours this value will amount to 3295 hours (see
Fig. 4). In this case, the probability of engines, whose

T'3, tiestI K-3 Co-0.15 TI- 2 .58 8 T2-3.487 lifetime is in excess of 4000 hours, being rejected does
not exceed a - 0.05. Thus, in this variant, protection of
the supplier's interest is ensured. Yet, as the test

f(T) duration decreases, the probability is growing that the
decision on T 2 4000 hours will be made when it is not
true. For example, it is seen that the true lifetime being
T- 3500 hours, it will be regarded that T : 4000 hours
with probability - 0.03 for - 2000 hours and that of
- 0.74 for t- 1000 hours.

/5 The opposite case, when the customer's risk is
ensured even at relatively small test durations is shown
in Fig. 7. Here, the acceptance condition is T pr > T2. For
t - 2000 hours Tz - 4279 hours, and fort - 1000 hours
T2 - 4898 hours (see Fig. 2 and 4). It is seen that

0 probability of engine acceptance with the lifetime
2 3 7 4 T TL 4000 hours does not exceed 0.05. Yet, as the test

time decreases, the probability of rejection increases for
T, thousand hours engines with lifetime in excess of 4000 hours. So, when

Fig. 4. Predicted lifetime distribution density the true lifetime T -4500 hours, it will be considered
that T L 4000 hours with probability - 0.03 for the test

T-4 ttes-l K-4 ao-0.05 TI-3.295 T2-4.898 duration t-2000 hours and with probability 0.60 for
1- 1000 hours.

f(t t.
-^a [ -

S i J, i I r, 7
T, thousand hours - - - - -

Ho:T54 Ho:T>4 cro-0.05
Fig. 5. Predicted lifetime distribution Ho I I I0.05

T5 t K-5 T, Thousand hours
T-5 t-I K=5

ao -0.05 Ti -3.967 T2-6.424 Fig. 7. Probability of acceptance of hypothesis on
lifetime consistency with set requirements (T > 4)
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Fig. 8 illustrates an example of stability check. When Conclusion

the lifetime is equal to the leader lifetime TL which in
the present example amounts to 4000 hours, the prob- The concept of electric rocket engine acceleratedability of erroneous decision on instability at any test testing is proposed which makes estimation of lifetimeduration is equal to the significance level aowhich is in possible in the acceptable period of time. The predictionthe present example is 0.1. With discrepancy between accuracy is evaluated as a result of statistical simulation.lifetime T and the TL value, there exists some prob- With the engine life increase and engine-leader lifeability of erroneous decision on T = TL which increases testing the value of lifetime is revised. The method ofwith the test duration reduction. Thus, at T-4500 it will lifetime and stability checking during delivery isbe regarded that T - 4000 hours with probability proposed.
- 0.04 for t- 2000 hours and with probability -0.60 for
t- 1000 hours.
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